Mathematics

English

The children will use a range of resources
to consolidate and extend their
understanding of place value to 1,000.
They will explore and represent numbers,
compare objects and count in steps of
50. They will find 1,10,100 more or less
than a given number, proceeding
through fluency, reasoning and problem
solving, recording in a variety of ways.

Through sharing information texts about
Vikings as inspiration, the children will
learn the features of non-chronological
reports and write their own, which they
will share with their peers. They will also
learn how to write more descriptively by
studying the beautiful book ‘A Year In
The City’ by Kathy Henderson.

Computing
Pupils will work in the ‘Scratch’ program,
to create animation storyboards,
characters, dialogue, and movement.

History
The children will learn about the
Viking raids on Anglo-Saxon Britain,
the Kings and justice systems of the
time. They will be able to discuss
Danegeld when this is explored in a
poem by Rudyard Kipling and will
learn about daily life which will
inspire artwork and writing.

Vicious Vikings
Year 3 – Autumn 1
Art
The focus for this half term is painting
and the life and works of Vincent van
Gogh. The children will use a range of
brush techniques to create their own
pieces, linked to history and science.

RE
Whilst investigating the features of Christian
churches, (including a visit) Jewish synagogues
and Hindu temples, the children will be able to
share their own beliefs, and opinions sensitively.

Science
Over the course of the topic of plants,
the Children will learn about the
functions of the different parts of
flowering plants and the requirements for
growth. They will investigate plant life
cycles including seed dispersal.

PE
The children will hone their football skills,
including dribbling and passing and
during indoor lessons they will perform
expressively in Country Dancing.

PSHE
Lessons will focus on health and wellbeing. The
children will understand the differences
between physical, emotional and mental health
and learn to become more self-aware.

Music
Children will sing with accurate pitch
and tune and be able to express an
opinion on a range of styles of music.

